
I highly recommend you download and read the R-390A Y2K manual and use 
it as a reference. 
 
Follow these steps to rebuild gear train: 
 
1)  Set frequency to 07 +000.  That is 1 khz past 07 999. 
2)  Remove slug racks and label each one to return it to the same place. 
3)  Remove front panel. 
4)  Disassemble gear train until you reach the point as shown in picture 
      "Assembly 1".   Do not disassemble the split gears and other "assemblies" 
at this point. 
5)  It is SUPER important to work on a large flat hard surface so you can 
carefully lay out the gears as you disassemble them.  The floor below 
you should be hard and flat also because it is easy to loose a small 
spring or other part.  Believe me, this is good advise. 
6)  Clean gears down one by one with a solvent.  It is not necessary to disassemble 
the clutch/differential assembly.  Just soak the whole thing.  I recommend 
cleaning the Geneva drive in place.  Disassemble the split gears and clean. 
7)  Assemble according to the picture sequence starting with photo called "Assembly 1" 
Carefully tighten each clamp where indicated.  I strongly recommend having a 
 few spares of each different size clamp as the clamps crack real easy. 
Split gears should be loaded.  You may need someone to help you hold a gear 
in the loaded postion while assembling, or you can use very small clamps. 
8)  Perform mechanical alignment as follows: 
a)  Align cams at 07 +000 marks 
b)  Set RF bandswitch (see bandswitch pictures) 
c)  Set counter to display 07 +000 
d)  Set 10 turn stops  (see Y2K manual) 
e)  Set crystal oscillator bandswitch. (see Y2K manual) 
9)   Re-assemble front panel and install slug racks. 
10)  Adjust PTO.  You can set this by using a frequency counter or adjusting it 
for best signal on a local AM station. 
11)  Enjoy your radio.  
 
If you have and questions, corrections or comments please e-mail me at: 
Polaraligned@earthlink.net 
 
 
Scott Seickel 
9/2/02



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 





 



 


